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1

C H A P T E R  1

Email Predators,
Guardians, and Victims

Electronic mail—email—is under attack. I’m not talking just about your
own email inbox, but the entire concept of email as a reliable, desirable, and
speedy communications medium. Important mail you want to receive—if
you receive it at all—is often buried among piles of unwanted email mes-
sages that do the following:

• Clog your inbox with offers for products you don’t want (or wouldn’t
use even if you had the necessary body parts).

• Lure you to buy products that never come (and that might kill you
if they did arrive).

• Trick you into infecting your computer with viruses and worms
(“Check this out, Dude!”).

• Dupe you into divulging personal identifying numbers to outright
thieves (“Please re-enter your account details with our security
department or we will terminate your account.”).

• Embarrass or disgust you or your children with blatantly porno-
graphic images ([blush]).

To defend inboxes from nonconsensual contact, you or your email provider
may feel compelled to apply email filtering that blocks or quarantines spam
and viruses. But aggressive filters are quite capable of inadvertently refusing
or discarding messages you want, all without your knowledge. Less dracon-
ian filtering may instead divert suspect messages into a separate folder, whose
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contents must be scanned with a human eye to make sure no “ham” gets
tossed out with the spam—as if scanning through junk mail in batches were
any less annoying or time-consuming than having it in your inbox. 

Even if spam filtering were perfect, messages that appear to be from peo-
ple you trust (and thus glide right past computer and human barriers) may actu-
ally be virus- or worm-laden, sent unknowingly from a computer owned by
your best friend. If you then open the email attachment, you’ve just performed
the computerized equivalent of exposing yourself, in one dramatic swoosh of
your trench coat, in Times, Red, and Tiananmen Squares at the same time.

So we’re now stuck with a broken system in which email you want to
receive may never reach you, email appearing to be “from” people you know
may be data-deadly, and tons of unwanted crap still comes through unless
you use a service that literally blocks anyone you don’t already know. Worse,
you pay the “postage” for every piece of email that arrives at your inbox, just
as if you were required to pay postage due on physical mail addressed to you.

I ask you: Is this any way to run a post office?

As much as my rant up to now sounds like a description of a traditional con-
flict between good and evil, the decay of the email system is not attributa-
ble to only two clearly defined sides. Numerous participants play vital roles
in the drama, roles that fall into four main groups I’ve identified:

• Originators, who send the stuff

• Facilitators, who help Originators accomplish their goals

• Guardians, who try to protect us

• Victims, who suffer the most

Unfortunately, the systems and individuals throughout the email world
have competing agendas and use different terminology relating to the prob-
lems and potential solutions. Some players even regard the solutions as the
problems. That’s why trying to clarify the issues surrounding email spam,
scammers, and hackers is such a freakin’ mess.

To help make sense of that mess, let me introduce you to the players, the
dramatis personae, of the email tragedy.1 These are the constituencies who
wage wars—in tones ranging from inaudible whispers to violent rages—for
their email causes. In all honesty, my sympathies lie with very few of these
characters. You’ll probably figure that out as we go along and as I discuss
them in more detail throughout the book.

2 Spam Wars

1 Dramatis personae is Latin for “masks of the drama,” otherwise known as the cast of char-
acters. The primary meaning of persona is a full head mask, as worn by players of Greek
and Roman (and probably other ancient) dramas. (See, I knew my college degrees in Latin
and Greek were not in vain.)
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9

C H A P T E R  2

Grasping Spam 
(not SPAM®)

You can’t accuse someone of sending it, you can’t compose a law to limit or
ban it, you can’t issue a complaint about receiving it, and you can’t sue some-
one for screwing up your system with it, unless you can precisely define what
“it” is. And, because human languages tend to be imprecise (what with con-
notations, innuendos, and lies), the likelihood of all email constituencies vol-
untarily agreeing on a single, unambiguous definition of “spam” is zero.

This situation isn’t anything new. I mean, take murder. You’d think that
taking another human’s life was murder, plain and simple. But it’s not always
either plain or simple. For example, depending on the circumstances and
motivation of the killer, the offense may be treated as first-degree murder,
second-degree murder, voluntary manslaughter, or involuntary manslaugh-
ter. Killing in self-defense or in an act of war (among other situations) dis-
appears from the murder radar entirely, and is called justifiable homicide.
And the French have this whole crime passionnel thing. 

A suitable definition of spam usually starts out simple, but then becomes
complicated with the addition of several conditions and subclauses to
address human nature and the imprecision of language. If you try to keep
the definition simple, then high-volume email senders will slither through
loopholes and swear on a stack of Bibles that they do not spam.

Before I get to defining spam, it’s worth looking into where the term orig-
inated. My love of Latin and Greek etymology doesn’t help us here, because
that one-syllable word didn’t exist in the English language until New Year’s
Eve in the hours leading up to the year 1937. By the end of 1936, George A.
Hormel & Company had 45 years’ experience producing, packaging, and
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selling pork and other meat products. Although the company had been sell-
ing canned hams since 1926, it developed a new product made from pork
shoulder, other pork meat, and spices, all contained in an unrefrigerated tin
can. The product was to be released in 1937, originally with the name
Hormel Spiced Ham. 

But the name didn’t have quite the marketing zing a new product need-
ed in the depths of the Depression, so Jay Hormel, second-generation presi-
dent of the company, held a “contest” at his New Year’s party to see if any of
his guests could come up with a better name. I don’t know what this party
was like, but I have this vision in my head derived from 1930’s movies, in
which the wealthy classes who had managed to avoid the worst of the
Depression motored around in Stutz Bearcats and lit cigars with $100 bills.
The world existed only in shades of gray.

Attending this party was one Kenneth Daigneau, a Broadway actor and
(nudge, nudge, wink, wink) the brother of one of the company’s executives.
Without too much wit, in my opinion, he compressed “spiced” and “ham”
into “spam,” winning himself a quick hundred bucks from Jay Hormel and
eventual immortality on the Internet.1

The product, trademarked in all uppercase letters as SPAM, hit the market
in the 1937. World War II, despite its ravages in many parts of the world,
turned out to be a bonanza for Hormel and its new product. In the United
States, meat was rationed and difficult to obtain. SPAM was not (not because
it didn’t contain meat, so put down your joke-making machine), and thus
became a staple at home during wartime. It was available in Britain, as well.
Former Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher once reminisced about how
SPAM was, in her words, a “war-time delicacy” (poor sods). That the meat
didn’t require refrigeration was a boon to the military supply lines, which
managed to keep the boys on the Allied front lines (western and eastern
fronts, according to testimonials from Dwight Eisenhower and Nikita
Khrushchev) supplied with SPAM. And SPAM. And more SPAM. Which
brings us to the true start of the connection between the meat and email.

Hormel shipped its two billionth can of SPAM in 1970, and in December
of that year, the BBC first aired the twenty-fifth episode of a popular televi-
sion show called Monty Python’s Flying Circus. The program, an homage to
farce, poked fun at every sacred cow it could find, seemingly taking especial
glee in both lampooning and glorifying the British working classes in the
same breath. A sketch at the end of episode 25 takes place in (as we learn

10 Spam Wars

1 Daigneau’s connection with the naming of SPAM outshines his legacy as a Broadway
actor. The Internet Broadway Database (www.ibdb.com) lists him appearing in only three
productions between 1923 and 1937. (Sometimes I wonder if using Google can lead to
Attention Deficit Disorder.)
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later) the Green Midget Café in Bromley. As the scene opens, most tables
are occupied by men dressed in full Viking warrior regalia (logic was often
the first casualty of any Python sketch). Mr. and Mrs. Bun enter the café—
not the usual way, but floating into their seats from overhead wires.

Mrs. Bun and the Waitress are played by Graham Chapman and Terry
Jones, respectively, speaking in shrill and forced women’s voices that could
shatter glass. Mr. Bun (played by Eric Idle) inquires about the menu, and the
Waitress replies:

Well there’s egg and bacon; egg sausage and bacon; egg and spam2; egg, bacon
and spam; egg, bacon, sausage and spam; spam, bacon, sausage and spam; spam,
egg, spam, spam, bacon and spam; spam, spam, spam, egg and spam; spam,
spam, spam, spam, spam, spam, baked beans, spam, spam, spam and spam.

Upon hearing that, Mrs. Bun innocently asks if they serve anything with-
out SPAM in it because she doesn’t want any SPAM. After more back-and-
forth, it becomes clear that everything on the menu has at least some SPAM
in it, to which Mrs. Bun shrilly replies:

I don’t like spam.

Suddenly the Vikings start singing a song with the words:

spam, spam, spam, spam, spam ... spam, spam, spam, spam ... lovely spam,
wonderful spam ...

To quiet the Vikings, the Waitress yells “Shut up! Shut up! Shut up!” This
exchange continues for awhile, each time the menu items revealing more and
more SPAM, at which point the Vikings start up their song again, and the
Waitress ends it all with “Shut up! Shut up!”

The routine goes on for just a bit more, but if I try to describe the
Hungarian tourist and ensuing nonsequiturs, you’ll think I’m one of the
escaped and lobotomized mental patients that frequently appear in the pro-
gram. The lasting impression most viewers got from this sketch was an ever-
increasing presence of SPAM mindlessly overtaking everything.

Although Monty Python was originally a BBC program, it soon found a fol-
lowing in the United States with the help of local Public Broadcasting
Service (PBS) stations, which were accustomed to importing programming
from the United Kingdom to fill their commercial-free broadcast hours. In
the 1970s and into the 1980s, there was scarcely a PBS station that didn’t run
the Python episodes year after year. The program developed a genuine cult

Grasping Spam (not SPAM®) 11

2 The published script uses the nontrademarked version of the word “spam,” but the mean-
ing is clearly for SPAM. The full script text can be found in The Complete Monty Python’s
Flying Circus, All the Words, Volume 2, Pantheon Books 1989.
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C H A P T E R  6

How Spammers Get
Your Email Address

An email address is a funny thing. Not funny ha-ha. Funny strange.
On the one hand, most of us willingly display our email addresses on

Web sites, in public forum messages, and on our business cards. The goal of
such exposure is to make ourselves accessible to others—including
strangers—who share our interests and wish to engage in one-on-one per-
sonal communication about topics dear to our hearts.  On the other hand,
most of us treat our email addresses as something private. It is a globally
unique identifier, yet (thankfully) no global master email address directory
exists. Someone who wants to send a message to your address must know
that magic combination of letters and numbers.

The trouble with spammers is that they misinterpret the boundaries
between the public and private spheres of an email address. Does including
your email address on your Web page with a link that says “Email me!” mean
that you invite anyone to send you mail about anything? Many spammers
would answer a resounding yes! But your original intention was to be cour-
teous on the Web, and perhaps to hear from others who want to contribute
to your site. Too bad. You may think of your email address as being private
property, but once it’s “out there,” you can never reel it back in. 

There it is: a sequence of several characters with an @ sign and a dot or
two that, once exposed, can be traded, rented, and sold for real money (in
the spamonomy) without your permission or knowledge; a character
sequence that allows strangers to use up your bandwidth, mail server disk
space, PC disk space, and time without your permission; a sequence that, no
matter how much sanctity you ascribe to it, will be desecrated by spammers
who couldn’t care less.
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C H A P T E R  9

How Spam Differs from
Junk Mail

One of the spammer’s arguments in favor of their type of advertising is that
spam is no different from the bulk mail that arrives, sometimes voluminous-
ly, in your postal mail box. Spammers using this defense cite statistics about
how many trees gave their lives to produce the paper on which the flyers and
catalogs were printed; or the hundreds of thousands of dump trucks full of
junk mail that head to the land fill each year.1 Then they cite how environ-
mentally friendly email is, regardless of quantity, frequency, or aggravation.

Certainly not all consumers are fond of advertising mail. It didn’t get its
“junk” moniker because folks love the stuff unconditionally. In Australia,
you can even put a sign on your postal mailbox to reject delivery of junk
mail.2 On the other hand, there is a good chance that you are receiving this
material in the mail because somewhere along the line you purchased from a
catalog or a store that sends out mailings, subscribed to a magazine, attend-
ed a seminar, or in some other venue filled out a form that included your
name and address. That makes your mailing address a valuable commodity,
not only to the company that sold you some goods, but to other companies
that rent the seller’s mailing list for complementary or related merchandise.
Unless you specifically opt out of receiving future mailings from the original
company, you’ll stay in the database of mailings for a year or more, receiving
additional mailings and catalogs from time to time.

1 They forget to mention how much of that gets recycled, but I split hairs.
2 Unlike the United States, Australia allows advertisers to deliver flyers and catalogs to postal

mailboxes without going through the post office. This has led to abuse, overstuffed mail-
boxes, and a litter problem. Advertisers who do this “letterboxing” by and large respect the
wishes of the “No Junk Mail” stickers.
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If some of this terminology—address, opt-out, list rental—sounds spam-
mish, you’re right, to the extent that many companies and organizations
with long traditions in direct mail have tried to adapt their industry to the
email delivery mechanism. In truth, the “snail mail” order world is far more
sophisticated in linking your address to more detailed demographic infor-
mation that becomes part of the value of your address when other mailers
rent lists. Using computerized techniques called data enhancement or data
appending, mail order companies associate your name and address with infor-
mation such as the types of products you buy, the size of your order, and how
often you buy. If you knew the ways your name and address were being com-
pared and blended into myriad demographic segments and census data,
you’d probably freak out.

Just as there are stupid spammers, not all conventional mail order com-
panies are on the ball. If they (or the service bureaus that run the mailing list
computers) don’t do a good job in a process called merge-purge (merging mul-
tiple lists and purging the duplicates), you may receive three copies of a cat-
alog in one day mailed to slightly different variations of your name and
address. Sometimes your name gets into a demographic category that makes
no apparent sense to what you think your mail order buying habits are.3

Despite numerous similarities on the surface, substantial differences sep-
arate the typical spam message in your computer inbox from the direct mail
record club, credit card application, magazine subscription, and gadget cat-
alog offer arriving in your postal mailbox. Here are the high points.

Goal of a Mailing

Direct Mail: The cost of acquiring a new customer is so high that a mailing
to a list of prospects is aimed at not only converting a prospect into a paying
customer, but, ideally, building a relationship with the customer so that he
or she will continue to buy from the mailer in the future. It’s not uncommon
for a direct mail company to expect to lose money on the first order in the
hope of keeping that customer long enough to get another, more profitable
order going in a subsequent mailing.

Spam: If the advertiser really does deliver a product or service described in
the email message, the primary goal of the high-volume spammers is to
make one sale. The cost of goods is so small that there is sufficient profit
(even after paying the spammer and/or affiliate) in each sale to make a prof-

98 Spam Wars

3 And yet, when a single, heterosexual male finds a Victoria’s Secret catalog in his mailbox,
suddenly it’s not all junk mail.
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C H A P T E R  1 2

Spammer Tricks 
Part Two: Messages

In this chapter, I continue the parade of spammer tricks, here focusing on the
message body. Most of the body tricks are designed to bypass computerized
routines that perform spam filtering and reporting, while others are explic-
itly meant to trick the recipient in a variety of ways. If you simply view or
preview messages employing most of these tricks, you won’t notice the tricks
because they’re buried within the HTML coding. In fact, most of these tricks
rely on recipients using email programs that render HTML just like a Web
page. The “biggies,” such as Microsoft Outlook (all flavors), AOL, MSN, and
the Web-based email services like Hotmail, all do this.

To uncover whether a suspected spam message is trying to pull the wool
over your or your mail software’s eyes, you’ll need to look at the source code
view of the message. Despite the complexity of reaching the source view in
some email programs, it is something I strongly recommend that everyone
do for every suspicious message.1 Viewing a message’s source code (without
first viewing or previewing the message) is the safest way to scan a message
to find out if it’s something you want to read “for real.”

The problem with viewing the source code is that a lot of times it looks
like pure gibberish to the nontechnical user. In many cases, you are, in fact,
seeing gibberish, as various tricks confirm. But even a legitimate message that
has HTML coding in it (as all messages from AOL and MSN, for example, do)
can look pretty scary with all those angle brackets and strange words sur-
rounding the message content. That said, the more you see this stuff, the more
comfortable you’ll be with it, even if you don’t understand all of the codes and

1 I supply instructions for Outlook users in Chapter 17.
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C H A P T E R  1 3

Beware Geeks 
Bearing Gifts

Any marketer on planet Earth will tell you that the word “free” is the most
powerful tool in a promoter’s vocabulary. What an amazing hold the notion
of “gettin’ somthin’ fer nothin’” has on the human psyche. It’s an irresistible
attraction.

Precisely what hackers and scammers are counting on.
Thanks to the public’s eager adoption of free downloads of music, video,

software, screensavers, pornography, and other stuff, millions of PCs around
the world are now burdened with add-in programs that run in the back-
ground to do things like:

• Change your browser’s home page to an advertising site or portal not
of your choosing.

• Display pop up windows advertising products that are related to the
content on Web pages you visit.

• Replace a Web site’s banner ads with ads from other sources.

• Capture every character you type, including Web site addresses, user
names, and passwords, and report the content to individuals you
don’t know.

• Intercept Web searches by taking you to a search engine not of your
choosing.

• Turn your PC into a proxy server for mailing spam and/or redirect-
ing spam links to the spamvertised Web sites.
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• Install additional software on your machine at the whim of a hacker
somewhere else on the Internet.

• Take complete remote control of your PC.

It’s not just gullible computer newbies who have their computers overrun
by software known as adware, spyware, and malware (as in malicious). The
avenues of entry for most of this stuff include the following:

• Installation of free programs (including well-known music-sharing
services) and some media players

• Anonymous or forged viral emails containing executable attachments

• Instant messaging (IM) and Internet Relay Chat (IRC)

• “Greeting cards” from anonymous senders and even best friends

• Web pages and emails exploiting numerous unpatched security holes
in Microsoft Windows and Internet Explorer for Windows

• Blatant software installations whose long-winded, legalese license
agreements tell the user in language as clear as mud that the software
does potentially nasty stuff

• An infection spread over a local area network (LAN) initiated from a
computer that got infected via email, Web site, IM, or IRC exploit
—including the laptop that was connected to a home network last
night

Most users whose PCs are infected with spyware (I’ll use that term to
encompass it all) don’t know that somebody else’s software is controlling
their Web browser or forwarding home banking logins to heaven-knows-
where. Inexperienced computer users typically attribute bizarre behavior of
their machines to the mysteries of PCs, and shrug their shoulders when the
browser starts up today with a different home page hawking cheap vacations
or mortgage refinancing. Any home computer used by youngsters is
extremely vulnerable because kids tend to put more trust in free software
offerings put before them; their friends pass along links to “cool stuff” that
is easily downloaded for free, and then infects the new machine.

Despite the risks, there is plenty of good stuff available for free download
on the Internet that doesn’t carry any of this spyware baggage. Knowing
which free software is good and which will open your machine to Bad Guys
is very difficult to determine. The Web sites hosting the most vile software
could look very slick and professional, while the safest open source package
may come from a page that looks like it was thrown together in two minutes.

176 Spam Wars
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C H A P T E R  1 5

Technology as a 
Partial Solution

Ask a typical computer programmer or systems engineer how best to tackle
spam, and the suggestions invariably involve technical solutions: software on
PCs, software on servers, new email protocols, fee-for-sending systems, and
so on. This is only natural, because to many computer folks, spam seems
inherently like a technical disease in need of a technical cure.

It turns out, however, that just as there are different types of spammers,
email recipients come in all shapes and sizes, and have various likes and dis-
likes. One technical system—at least of the ones proposed and implemented
thus far—does not fit all. Antispam nerds have been pursuing this problem for
over a decade, and we’re no closer to a universal solution today than we were
when spam first appeared. Some technical solutions work great for some email
users, but others see those solutions as merely masking the symptoms of a more
insidious disease that may need drastic surgery to cure completely.

Now that hundreds of spam-fighting products and services are available
to individual users and system administrators, I’ll leave it to others with test-
ing facilities to evaluate and recommend some products over others. One
Web site you can use as a starting point for your own software investigations
is spamotomy.com. Also look into the Web sites and publications that pro-
duce independent comparative reviews of competing systems
(infoworld.com, pcmag.com, computerworld.com, cnet.com).

Most spam-fighting products, out of necessity, employ a blended
approach. One type of filtering or blocking is usually not enough to keep the
spew at bay. What I hope to explain in this chapter is not any particular
product’s prowess at keeping spam out of your hair, but rather the basic types
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of antispam technologies being hurled at the tidal wave of unwanted
garbage. I choose this way to describe the technical approaches because I hear
too many new recruits to the spam-fighting platoons say things like, “Why
don’t we just…?” as if one technique would solve the world’s spam problem.
While a particular idea may be a good one, it’s important to understand why
it might fail in other circumstances or contexts. 

In case you’re wondering, I use a home-grown variation of a long-available
free utility program that I’ve tailored to the spam and ham (mail I want to
get) that arrives at my server. Since I control my own mail server, I have the
luxury of pinpoint control that most email users don’t. I’m able to keep
almost all spam out of my personal computer’s inbox—my primary goal of
spam control. And I don’t offer my system to others because it is a custom
fit for the way I run my email server; I wouldn’t presume it would work as
well for any other server or user. 

This chapter presents the top technical solutions that have been proposed
and/or implemented so you can see the range of ideas and activities ulti-
mately aimed at eliminating spam from reaching every user’s email inbox.
The basic categories are: 

• Server-side1 content filtering

• Server-side IP blocking

• Server-side whitelisting

• Server-side authentication

• Upgrading or replacing SMTP

• Challenge-response systems

• Email fee systems

• Disposable email addresses

• Client-side content filtering

• Client-side whitelisting

• Individual spam reporting

• Electronic attacks

204 Spam Wars

1 “Server-side” means that the operation takes place either on the mail server that initially
receives the mail (called a gateway in administration-speak) or on a server hosted by an out-
side service whose job is to perform the necessary filtering before the mail is passed back to
the receiving domain for distribution to users’ inboxes. Some commercial spam-fighting
products work only on the mail gateway; others require forwarding all mail to the outside
service.
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C H A P T E R  1 6

The Law as 
Partial Solution

Just as geeks turn to technology for the ultimate spam solution, politicians
head for the legislatures of the world to enact laws that attempt to satisfy the
demands of their constituencies. The job of lawmakers might be easier if it
weren’t for the fact that their constituencies consist of parties on both sides
of the issue: those who send spam (“unsolicited email marketers”) and those
who don’t want to receive spam (“solicited email marketees”).

It sounds very pure and righteous to label some activity “illegal.” The
threat of committing an illegal act is not that you’re going against the law,
but that you might get caught and be punished for your illegal action. Even
with those threats, I doubt in recorded history that the imposition of a law
has completely prevented everyone from committing the illegal action after
the law was enacted. Typically, a law is enacted to stop something that has
been going on. I mean, look at all the “not” provisions in the Ten Command-
ments. Even the positively-worded one about honoring thy mother and
father probably came to mind because for centuries kids were being kids.
What that commandment is saying is: “Thou shalt not dis the rents.”1

Enacting laws against spam activity in many parts of the world has been
a tedious process, but started gaining traction in 2003 in places like the
United States, the European Union, and Australia. The implementations are
uneven (some would say “hollow” about the U.S. law), but there is an inkling
that lawmakers in some parts of the industrialized world recognize that
spammers who have exploited an unfettered system have gone too far in plac-
ing undue burdens on Internet networks, systems, and users.

1 Translation for adults: “Don’t disrespect your parents.”
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One overriding factor undermines even the most strident lawmaking
efforts: Spam and the Internet operate on a global level, but laws so far have
been limited in their jurisdictions. The global nature of spam and the local
nature of laws seem to be rather difficult concepts for individual users afflicted
by spam to comprehend or reconcile. Behavior of the worst of the spammers,
who utilize offshore resources for mailing or Web site hosting, and who use
multiple layers of redirection, relaying, and hijacking others’ systems to dis-
guise the audit trail, make it extremely difficult—at times impossible—to
build a legal case that can successfully prosecute the offenders. Just because a
prosecutor can look at the source code of a spam message and quickly identify
a half-dozen apparent violations of a local law’s antispam provisions
doesn’t mean that there is sufficient incentive or evidence to locate and convict
the perpetrator. As you’ll see later in this chapter, building a bulletproof case is
much tougher work than hiring a bulletproof mailing or Web hosting service.

If I wanted to bore you to tears, I’d provide annotated versions of spam-
related laws currently on the books. Instead, I’ll simply run down the main
issues that various laws have addressed (or ignored, as the case may be). Please
note: I am not a lawyer, nor a professional legislative analyst; I’m just a regular guy
trying to make sense of the laws that have been enacted. Some issues covered
by laws are “no-brainers” in that they occupy a common ground in the fight
against spam. On several other issues, however, various legislatures seem to be
under the same misapprehension as lots of citizens: that making something
illegal will inhibit the activity, so there’s no need to make the laws very
restrictive, lest the laws appear to infringe on other existing legal rights. 

I’ll be paying particular attention to three recently enacted laws that affect
a large segment of the Internet population using Latin alphabets:

228 Spam Wars

Name Jurisdiction Passed Effective Date

The Privacy and United  September 18, December 11,
Electronic Kingdom 2003 2003
Communications 
(EC Directive) 
Regulations 2003

Spam Act 200 Australia December 12, April 11, 2004
2003 

Controlling the United States December 16, January 1, 2004 
Assault of Non- 2003
Solicited Pornography 
and Marketing 
(CAN-SPAM) 
Act of 2003 
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319

I N D E X

4
419 scams. See Advance fee (419)

A
Acceptable Use Policy (AUP), 5, 305,

311
provisions, 6
Account

existence, belief, 125
name, hijacking, 72

ActiveX controls, 181
Ad-aware, 178
Addresses. See Opt-in

handling, issue, 25–26
harvesting, 236–238
merchant, 44

ADV:, 213, 236
Advance fee (419)

activity, 4, 117
frauds, 76–79
scammers, 71

Advanced Research Projects Agency
(ARPA), 23, 28

Adware, 143
Affiliate spammers, 4
Affirmative consent, 91
Anonymous emails, forgery, 176
Antispam

activists, 6–7
book authors, 7
experts, 139
laws, 232, 242
organizations, 308
product reviews, 309
provisions, 229
services/software makers, 6, 224
software, 271

Antispammers, 65
world view, 105

Antispyware software, 271
Antivirus

products
reviews, 309

protection, 162
software, 268

makers, 6
program/subscription, 
purchase, 257–258

Appending, 60
ARPANET, 23–30, 40, 126, 214, 285
ASCII values, 294–295
Atkinson, Shane, 116
Attachment, virus suspicion, 268–270
Australian Communications Authority

(ACA), 242
Authentication enhancements, 283
Auto-login “click here” links, usage,

139–140
Automated header analysis systems,

128
Automated mailings, 88
Automated message, 19
Automated transmission, 282

B
Base64 encoding, 311

in messages, 147, 164, 291, 289
Bayesian content filters, 147–148, 209,

220, 262
Berrueta, David Barroso, 124
Black-hat ISP, 5, 109, 113, 218
Blackhole list. See Blocklist (BL)
Blank line, 288
Blanks (filling in), failure, 188–189
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Blind carbon copy (BCC), 284
Blocklist (BL), 110–115, 123, 210

promotion, 7
providers, 6, 261
spam filters, 116

Bogus confirmed opt-in request, send-
ing, 151–152

Bogus unsubscribe URL, providing,
159–160

Bolt Beranek and Newman (BBN), 25
Bonded sender, 211, 315
Bounce, 311

message, receiving, 280
Boundary identifiers, 286
Brown paper wrapper idea, 235
Browser bookmarks, 297
Browser popup blocking, 174
Bulk email senders, 3–4
Bulk message, 19
Bulletproof ISPs, 4, 5

C
Cable/DSL network, 122–125
California, private prosecutions, 242
Caller ID for Email, 212
Carbon copy (CC) address field, inser-

tion, 131–132
Career criminals, 250
Cartooney, 108–109, 183, 311
Cell phone message spam, 229
Challenge-response (CR) CAPTCHA,

216–217
Challenge-response (CR) systems, 204,

215–216
Character substitution, 144
Chickenboner, 110, 311
Citibank, 71, 140
Civil violations, 244
Clark, Wesley, 23
Click through, 80, 271, 273
Client-side content filtering, 204,

220–221
Client-side whitelisting, 204, 221
Closed computer systems, 23

320 Spam Wars

Clueless, 110
CNET, 179, 258
Coalition Against Unsolicited

Commercial Email (CAUCE), 106,
311

Command-line tools, 295–297
Communications Act of 1934, 245
Compatible Time-Sharing System

(CTSS), 22
Completely Automated Public Turing

Test of Tell Computers and
Humans Apart (CAPTCHA), 216.
See also Challenge-response
CAPTCHA

CompuServe Information Services, 23,
29

Computers
problems, phony claims, 142–143
users, 143

Con game, 71
Confirmed opt-in, 91, 112

address, 238
subscriptions, 219

Consent, 19, 43, 91, 230–231. See also
Affirmative consent
inferring, 230
types, 91

Content
analysis techniques, 206
filtering, 174, 205. See also Client-

side content filtering; Server-side
content filtering

filters, 139. See also Bayesian con-
tent filters; Statistical content fil-
ters

type, 286–287
Content-based filters, 156

victims, 153–154
Content-based spam filters, 130

victims, 138, 143, 145–146, 155
Content-type instructions, 288
Content-type label, 165
Controllable Regex Mutilator (CRM),

209
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Controlling the Assault of Non-
Solicited Pornography and
Marketing Act of 2003 (CAN-
SPAM // U-CAN-SPAM), 119, 134,
151
bogus compliance, boasting, 197
commercial email application, 234
law, 228–231, 236–239, 241–246
unlawful activity, defining, 18
violation complaints, 274

Cooperative Association of Internet
Data Analysis (CAIDA), 181

Corporate email systems, 268
Country-code top-level domain

(ccTLD), 33, 311
Cracker, 311–312
Cross-border problems, 245
Cyberattacks, 65

D
Data enhancement, 98
Date: header field, 284
Deceptive email marketers, 3
Depew, Richard, 13
Dial-up network connection, 123
Dictionary attack, 54, 221
Direct mail, 98

address cost, 99
do not send request handling,

101–102
goal, 98
identity, 100
mail targets, 101
mailing cost, 99
message payment, 103
perceived trust, 102–103

Direct Marketing Association (DMA),
90–92, 102, 112
DMA-appropriate unsolicited com-

mercial message, 20
spam, 18–19
Direct marketing organizations, 4

members, 3–4
news, 308

Index 321

Disable/prompt settings, 260
Disposable email addresses, 204,

219–220
Distributed Checksum Clearinghouse

(DCC), 208, 224
query system, installation, 209

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attack, 116–117, 224, 297

Do not email lists, 239–241
Do not send request handling,

101–102
Do-it-yourself vendor, 63–65
Domain Keys, 212
Domain Name Service Block List

(DNSBL), 298, 302
Domain Name Service (DNS), 35, 152,

312
entries, 207
mechanism, 214

Domain Name System (DNS), 28–29
Domain names, 28, 32, 158. See also

Spamvertised domain name
extraction, 292–295
registration, 69, 223. See also

Gibberish dot-com domain
names

whois lookup, conducting, 298–302
Domain registrations, investigation,

272–273
Do-Not-Email Registry, 94, 239–241
Double opt-in, 91
Double-negative statements, parsing,

230
Downloads, avoidance/investigation,

275–276
Drug names, distortion, 143–145

E
eBay, 34, 71-73, 153, 154, 193, 265, 270
Electronic attacks, 204, 223–225
Email

abuse newsgroups, 309
account strategy, designing, 262–265
administrators, 6
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Anonymous, forgery, 176
checklist, 254–266
daily checklist, 266–277
fee systems (sender pays), 204,

217–219
law, 308–309
mailing lists, 309
manifesto, 253
marketing services, 67–69
message

headers, 279
suspicion, 267

process, explanation, 31
program

images, disabling, 257
security settings, tightening, 260
users, shaming, 163

recipients, rights, 89–90
registration system, 53
servers, 185
targets, 101
testing, 84
windows, closing, 257

Email addresses
active status, verification, 149–150
appearance, 283
collection, danger, 241
database, scrubbing, 240
harvesters, 178
list marketers, 56
primary address designation, 263
sanctity of, 51, 80, 81, 95, 231,

236-237
spammer acquisition, 51

Email servers
improper configuration, administra-

tors, 5
spam-rating software (inclusion),

spam routing, 195–196
Encoded link URL, plain-language ver-

sion, 192
End User License Agreement (EULA),

179, 276
English (language), failure, 202

322 Spam Wars

Enhancement, 135
ePrivacy Group, 239
European Community Directive, 244
Executable file, attaching, 162–163
Extended Hello (EHLO) command,

312

F
Facilitators, 2, 4–5
Federal Trade Commission (FTC),

235–236, 243
Congressional report, Do-Not-

Email, 241
Do-Not-Call provision, 240
law enforcement, 242
UCE complaint address, 231, 274

Feedback rating, eBay, 72
Fee-for-sending systems, 203
Filtering systems, 220
Final Ultimate Solution to the Spam

Problem (FUSSP), 224
Firewall, 39, 177, 178, 181, 258
Folder options, changing, 269
Forged header tactics, checking (fail-

ure), 189
Forged Received header chain insertion,

186–187
Fraud, issues, 234–236
Frea Speach, 110
Free speech, 87–89, 110

commercial free speech, distinction,
90

From header field, 17, 232–233, 247,
283
forgery, 126–128, 273

Furr, Joel, 13
FW: prefixes, 154-155, 191

G
Gallery, 124
Geeks, avoidance, 175
Generic top-level domain (gTLD),

32–34, 297, 312
Geography, identification, 240
Gibberish dot-com domain names, reg-
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istration, 193–194
Global removal database, 102
Goodman, Michael, 274
Google Groups, 106
Government-mandated prefixes, 213
Guardians, 1, 2, 5–7

H
Hackers, 54, 125, 176, 253, 312
Haight, Julian, 222, 315
Ham, 267, 312
Harvested email addresses, 115

database, 52
Harvested English Web site addresses,

non-Roman languages (usage), 188
Hash, 130
Hash-based analysis, 208–209
Hash-buster, usage, 160. See also Spam
Hat (attitude), 109
Header-related offenses, 248
Headers, 118

field forgery, 131, 184, 196
misuse, 121
tricks, 122–136

Hello (HELO) command, 312
Heuristic analysis, 207–208
Hexadecimal, 312
High-volume spammers, 98–99
Honest email marketers, 3
Honeypot, 313
HyperText Markup Language (HTML),

313
code, 110, 268
coding, 118, 137–138
document attachment, encrypted

JavaScript (embedding), 171–174
HTML-based email message, 166
HTML-capable email viewers, 149,

161
HTML-coded content, 149
HTML-enabled mail viewers, usage,

163
HTML-reliant mail programs, 163
images, 216

Index 323

mail, 287
turning off, 257

message, 139, 173, 222, 289
sending, link/image inclusion,
153–154

page, 161, 164
rendering engines, 160
source code, 146
tags, 138–139, 155, 201, 288

angle brackets, 146
attribute, 168, 293

text, link (enclosure), 156

I
I Know Nothing disclaimer defense,

187
Identity, 100

thieves, 71–74
iframe, usage, 164–165
Images, disabling, 257
Incoming email servers, 126, 209–210,

292
Incoming independent mail server

administrators, 6
Information Commission Directive,

244
Innocent bystanders, 7
Installation criteria, 179–180
Instant Messaging (IM), 176, 181, 229
Internal IP addresses, 282
International Corporation for Assigned

Names and Numbers (ICANN),
207

Internet
backbone, 5
bandwidth, 216
electronic address, searching, 236

Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
(IANA), 129
reserved blocks, 187

Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF), 214

Internet Protocol (IP), 313
blocking, 210. See also Server-side
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IP blocking
blocks, 210

filtering, 112–113
Internet Protocol (IP) addresses, 35, 38,

40, 313
blocklists, 213

standing, determination, 302–303
extraction, 292–295
forgery, 111–112
usage, 153

Internet Relay Chat (IRC), 176, 181,
229

Internet Service Providers (ISPs), 3, 64,
313
spam filtering, usage, 261

Ironport Systems, 315

J
JavaScript, 313

coders, 173
disabling, 260
tags, 304
tricks, 165, 174

Joe-Job, 109, 222, 313
Junk

HTML tags, insertion, 138–139
mail, spam (contrast), 97
purveyors, 74–76
tags, 155

Jurisdiction, 244–251
Just hit Delete (JHD) defense, 92–93

K
Keylogger, 178, 275

L
Lawyers/courts, 7
Lay consumers, 119

incoming message, relationship, 117
Lead generation, 65–66
Legislators, 7
Licklider, J.C.R., 23
Link URLs, 161
Linux, 149, 181, 254
Listwash, 313

324 Spam Wars

Listwashing, 108
Local Area Network (LAN), 176

access, 285
Local products/services, global sending,

193
Lockyer, Bill, 250
Login name, 32
Login user ID, 140
Lumber Cartel (LC), 109, 316
Luser Attitude Readjustment Tool

(LART), 108, 129, 292, 313
sending/submission, 305
service, 222–223

M
Macintosh, 149, 181, 188, 254

Mac OS X, updating, 256
Mac OS 9.x, updating, 256

Mail Abuse Prevention System
(MAPS), 17, 114, 314

Mail exchanger (MX), 35, 314
record, 314

Mail transfer protocol, 27  See also
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol

Mailings. See Automated mailings;
Opt-in
cost, 99
database, 85
goal, 98–99
unsubscription, 274–275

Mainsleaze, 108, 314
Malware, 259
Manifesto, email, 254
Market research, 55
Marketer problems, 65–67
Marketing

partner, 5
services. See Email

Membership claim, trick, 141–142
Merger-purge, 98
Messages

body. See Text
base64 encoding, usage, 146

HTML frame, self-loading computer
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infection (embedding), 164–165
ID, 283

forgery, 131
labeling, 235–236
padding, hidden real

words/names/literary selections
(blocks), 147–149

payment, 103–104
reply labeling, 154–155
sending, randomized variations,

189–192
source code, viewing, 158
suspicion. See Email
tricks, 138–174, 268
viewing/previewing, invisible track-

ing, 149–150
white garbage text, insertion,

155–157
MillionsCD, 314
Misleading message body, usage,

157–158
Monty Python, 10–12
Morris, Noel, 22
Multics, 26
Multiple email addresses, signup/usage,

263–264
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions

(MIME) version, 167, 285–286
Multi-User Dungeons (MUDs), 12–13
Munging, 121, 314
Murphy’s Law, 261

N
Name/value pair, 150, 305
National Criminal Intelligence Service

(NCIS), 77
National Science Foundation (NSF), 

28
Newsgroups

email address usage, 264–265
spam abuse discussions, 303–304

Non-HTML Web programs, 163
Non-HTML-capable mail readers, 201
Non-Roman languages, 160

Index 325

Nontext attachments, 287
Nslookup (utility), 281
Numeric IP addresses (misuse)

clickable links, usage, 153–154
image retrievals, usage, 152

O
Obfuscated URLs, decoding, 294–295
Offers, legitimacy, 234–235
Online product/service sellers, 3
Online resources, 307
Open proxy, usage, 122–125
Open source, 208
Operating system (OS)

critical updates, 254–255
switching, 181
updating, 254–256

Optical character recognition (OCR)
program, 217

Opt-in, 91, 141. See also Confirmed
opt-in; Double opt-in
addresses, 67
disclaimers, 56
mailings, 57
newsletter, 211
process, 86
registration, 58
service, 151
verification, 151

Opt-out, 91–92
confirmation, 58
database, global, 94
links, 93
provisions, 231–232
system, characteristic, 274–275

Organization
header field, 284–285
registration trick, 141–142

Originators, 2–4
Outgoing mail system, 196
Outlook Express, 34, 137, 180, 220,

262
address book, 263, 267

Overlay, 135
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P
Packet, 24–25, 314

attacks, 116
sniffing, 62

Password
entries, 275
management system, establishing,

265–266
Pattern-matching techniques, 208
Paypal account, 265, 270
PC Magazine, 179, 258
PC World Magazine, 179, 258
Penalties, 244
Personal computer (PC)

de-zombie process, 258–259
hijacking, 197
spam filtering, usage, 262

Personal information, merging,
135–136

Phishing, 71-74, 140, 153, 158-159,
193, 254

Phone phreaking, 72
Phony link URL, display, 158–159
Phrases, lookup, 206–207
Placeholders, 189
Plain-language names, 127
Political Action Committees (PAC),

237
Poneman Institute, 239
POPFile, 148
Pornography

laws, 235
vendors/sites, 79–81, 186

Post Office Protocol (POP), 36–37
Post Office Protocol Version 3 (POP3),

288
Predators, 1
Preview pane, 149

closing, 256
Privacy and Electronic

Communications (EC Directive
Regulations 2003), 228

Privacy policy, 60, 67
Procmail, 145

326 Spam Wars

Proprietary email list renters, 5
Prosecutions, 241–243
Prosecutors, 7
Prospect address cost, 99–100
Protection

checklist, 254–266
daily checklist, 266–277

Provocative, usage, 133–135
Proxy, 314

server, 175. See also Spam
IP address, 250

SMTP server, 131
Public forums, email address usage,

264–265

Q
Quoted-printable HTML content-encod-

ing types, usage, 166–169, 293

R
Random characters/spaces, 185
Random IP addresses, probes, 255
Random placeholders, replacement,

184
Random word variations, 186
Randomized junk tags, 192
Randomizer, checking, 183–186
RE: prefixes, 154-155, 191
Real-time Blackhole List (RBL), 298
Received: header field, 247, 279, 284,

292
forgery, 128–130

Refresh tags, 304
Register of Known Spam Operations

(ROKSO), 106, 108, 117
list, 136, 219

Relay, 315
Reply-To: header field, 215
Request for Comment (RFC), 27, 315

561 (RFC 561), 27
733 (RFC 733), 27
788 (RFC 788), 28
821 (RFC 821), 213
822 (RFC 822), 27, 285
1341 (RFC 1341), 285
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2821 (RFC 2821), 213
2822 (RFC 2822), 27, 131, 213

Responsive outgoing ISPs, 5–6
Restrictions on Unsolicited

Commercial E-mail Advertisers
(California), 14–16

Return-path, examination, 280
Reverse DNS lookup, 122, 131, 250,

293
names, 249
performing, 296

Reverse mail exchanger (RMX), 213
Ritzman, Ron, 110
Rules, spammers#1, #2, #3, 107

S
Sam Spade, 298, 304
Scam victims, 7–8
Scammers, 45, 71

explanation, 63
spammers, 4, 5

Schryver, Vernon, 224
Screen capture, 178
Script variable names, 173
Search engine ratings (boosting), URL

redirection (usage), 170–171
Search robots, 171
Self-loading computer infection,

embedding. See Messages
Sender

identification, 232–234
IP address, extraction, 292–293
perceived trust, 102–103

Sender ID, 212
Sender Policy Framework (SPF), 212
Server-based filtering, 148
Server-side authentication, 204,

212–213
Server-side content filtering, 204–209
Server-side IP blocking, 209–210
Server-side whitelisting, 204, 211–212
Service theft, 232
Short message service (SMS), 229
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP),

Index 327

28–29, 167, 283, 315
server, 34–40, 123, 129, 201. See

also Proxy; Zombie
connection, 214

standards, 210
upgrading/replacement, 204,

213–214
Sneakemail, 219
Social engineering tricks, usage, 4
Social hackers, avoidance, 276
Soft line break, 169
Solicitation sources, identification,

240–241
Solicited email marketers, 227
Source code viewing, 37-38, 118, 130,

136, 137, 138, 140, 146, 158, 166,
171, 173, 183, 188, 193, 238, 268

Spam, 16–18,315
activist forums, 68
address cost, 99–100
analyzers, 131
applicable parties, 238–239
automated 

analyzers, 160
filters, 85
reporting, 86

blocking, 6, 111
bounced, reaction, 273–274
content filters, hash-buster (usage),

198–202
definition, 229
deletion protocol, 267–268
disclaimer, 48
do not send request handling, 102
education, 276–277
etymology, 9–13
filters, 92, 132. See also Automated

spam; Blocklist
tricking, 186
words/phrases, distortion,
145–146

forwarding, avoidance, 274
goal, 98–99
identity, 100
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incidents, identification, 303–304
legislation, 14–16
mail targets, 101
mailing, 272

cost, 99
message payment, 103–104
mills (high volume), 69–71
news, 307–308
offers, resistance to, 271–272
proxy servers, 178
reporting, 174, 204, 222–223. See

also Automated spam
analysis, 187

research web sites, 297–305
routing. See Email servers
sleuthing

introduction, 291
tools, 309

software suppliers, 4
suspects, source code (examination),

268
technology, partial solution, 203ff
trap, 66, 110, 249, 315

addresses/messages, 246–248
understanding, 9
victims, 7–8

Spam Act of 2000, 228
Spam filtering, 6, 90–91, 111, 134

services, 292
setup, 261
software, 143
system, 196, 267

Spam Prevention Discussion List, 107
Spam Prevention Early Warning

System (SPEWS), 108, 114
Spam Software Suppliers, 4
SpamCop, 17, 106–107, 118, 315

analysis, 116
LART, 222
reporting system, 111–112
reports, 250
usage, 223, 243
victim, 128

Spamhaus Project, 16–17, 69, 106, 315

328 Spam Wars

lawsuit, 108–109, 114
Spammers

database, 49
rules, 103, 107, 112, 121, 315
stupidity, 183

lessons, 183–202
tricks, 121, 137
unsubscribing, 159
world view, 83

Spammy spammers, 3, 99
messages, 5
usage, 4

Spammy words, intentional mis-
spelling, 194–195

Spamonomy, 43ff, 80, 149, 254
Spam-reporting parsers, 139
Spamvertised domain name, 293–294
Spamvertised products, 170
Spamvertised URL, 160, 302

redirection capability, 304
Spamvertised Web site, 117, 193, 197,

222, 273
click through, 43, 157–158
details, 291
domains, 207
offshore host, 234

Spamvertisers, 3, 5, 238, 315
Spim, 316
Spitzer, Eliot, 246
Spoof, 316
Spybot-Search & Destroy, 178
Spyware, 5, 142, 259

avoidance, 179–180
blocking, 178–179
installation, 177
removal, 178

Statistical analysis, 209
Statistical content filters, 147
Statistical filter busters, 154
Statistical sampling content filtering,

262
Subject: header field, 46–48, 244, 284

deception, 134
mail merging (fumbling), 196–197
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random characters/spaces, insertion,
130

random gibberish, usage, 132–133
random words, usage, 132–133, 186

Subscription IP address/timestamp,
recording (lying), 169–170

System information capture/reporting,
JavaScript (usage), 165–166

T
Targeted addresses, 101, 264
Telephone numbers, email addresses

(contrast), 239–240
Templeton, Brad, 12, 28
Terms of Service (ToS), 247, 305, 316
Text

matching lookup, 206
message body, 288–289
patterns, lookup, 206–207

Text-burial techniques, 148–149
Third-party add-ons, 262
Third-party subcontractor relationship,

238
Throwaway passwords, 266
Timestamp, receiving, 282
tinlc, 316
To: header field, 232, 283–284

insertion, 131–132
Tomlinson, Ray, 25, 26
Top-level domain (TLD), 32–34, 59,

193, 316
endings, 240
examination, 294
power, 194

Trace information, 281–282
Transaction Control Protocol (TCP),

316
Transaction Control Protocol/Internet

Protocol (TCP/IP), 316
standards, 210

Transposition, EU, 229
Tricksters, awareness, 270–271
Trojan horse, 61, 178, 316–317

infections, 162

Index 329

news, 308
Trolls, 112
Turing, Alan, 216

U
Uniform Resource Locator (URL), 317

characters, 294
encoding, HTML numeric character

references (usage), 160–161
prefix portion, 140

Unix, 170, 181, 254
Unresponsive outgoing ISPs, 4–7
Unsolicited bulk email (UBE), 16, 317
Unsolicited commercial email (UCE),

16, 317
Unsubscribe lists, reputation, 275
Upstream providers, 5
U.S. Telephone Consumer Protection

Act, 89
USENET, 317

newsgroups, 13, 52
USERAGENT, 166

V
Van Vleck, Tom, 22
Vipur’s Razor, 208
Viral emails, forgery, 176
Virus, 317

infections, 61, 162
news, 308
writers, 4, 180, 258

W
Web beacon, 44, 149-150, 221, 274,

293, 305
Web browser, 165, 287

engines, 159
Web server, 192
Web site harvesting, 230
Web-hosting service, 195
White color, hiding text, 156
White-hat ISP, 109
Whitelist, 86, 115, 236
Whois, usage, 298–301
Wientzen, Robert, 90
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Windows 98, 180
unpatched systems, 164
updating, 255

Windows XP, 165
Wireless network (Wi-Fi), 113, 221
Words, lookup, 206–207
Worm, 317

infections, 61, 162
news, 308
writers, 4

X
X-header fields, 207, 287-288
X:UIDL header field, 288

Z
Zombie, 317–318

servers, 100
SMTP server, 212, 218

Zombie PCs, 70, 107, 131, 232–234
exploiting, 122–125, 238
origination points, 158
owners, 5

ZoneAlarm (Windows)
installation, 259–260
Plus/Pro, 178
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